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Abstract| Knowing trac characteristics in
packet networks is important for designing algorithms
for managing and controlling packet networks. We
demonstrate that for realistic trac traces knowing
few elementary trac characteristics can substantially
improve network utilization. Nevertheless, this improvement is often modest in comparison with the improvement that could be achieved if trac characterization on more than one time scale were available.
I. INTRODUCTION

Packet networks are used to transmit trac generated
by applications that often generate complex, bursty,
trac streams. These streams may carry data, voice,
image, or video information. Characterizing such trafc streams requires knowing the statistical properties
of packet arrivals in time intervals of various durations
called time scales. Knowing trac on a time scale s
means knowing the marginal distribution of the arrivals in a time interval of length s.
Researchers have adopted various approaches to designing Connection Admission Control (CAC) algorithms [4]. They include algorithms based on the notion of e ective bandwidth [5], [10], [14], a decisiontheoretic approach [8], and service-provisioning algorithms based on price-adjusting schemes [16]. Certain
schemes were designed for bursty trac and in-call renegotiation [1], [12], [20], or to explore statistical multiplexing of voice and data [17] and of video sources
[6], the use of a neural-networks paradigm for online prediction [2], and real-time trac measurements
[13]. One such optimal re-negotiating scheme is based
on large-deviations theory [19] and takes into account
trac structure on multiple time scales [9].
In this study we illustrate the importance of trafc knowledge on more than one time scale in designing CAC policies in packet networks. The di erence
in the number of connections that a CAC policy admits (a relatively easy calculation) and the number of
connections that the ideal policy CACname = optsb
would admit based on complete knowledge of joint distributions (the dicult task often approximated with
heuristic approach or achieved via simulations) can be

attributed to the additional trac knowledge. Thus,
the bene t of knowing trac on more than one time
scale is in the possible improvement of the CAC policy
that is based on a single time scale marginal distribution. This study investigates the magnitude of this
improvement.

II. TRAFFIC CHARACTERIZATION

A natural approach to describe trac is to measure the
random amounts of trac generated in various time
intervals [3], [7], [15], [21]. A trac process is characterized by the family of random variables A([s; t)),
representing the amount of trac arriving in the interval [s; t). An ideal trac characterization would identify the joint distribution of these random variables.
Trac models often prescribe such joint distributions
fully, but they are usually based on matching the observations of only a few features of the genuine trafc. We assume that the trac-generation processes
are stationary, i.e., Ar ([s; t)) = A([s + r; t + r)). In
particular, the amount of arrivals in any interval of
length s has the same distribution as A(s) = A([s; 0)).
Thus, in our study, trac knowledge is a description
of the joint distribution of all the random variables in
fA(s)j0  s < 1g. In contrast, trac knowledge on
a single time scale s refers to the distribution of only
one of these random variables.
For the comparison of various CAC policies we
used genuine trac traces: a video-conferencing trac
trace [11] shown in Figure 1, and a data trac trace
collected from a HIPPI network [18].

III. CONNECTION ADMISSION
CONTROL POLICIES

A network admission control policy should take trac
knowledge into account, while accounting for network
capacities and the QoS standard to be met. Our service standard is that for any admitted connection:
P(loss during a service-monitoring interval D)  ;
where the lost trac refers to the given connection.
Since the issue here is congestion, the only trac losses
that are relevant are those from queue over ows.
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Figure 1: Trac pattern of the video trace (time scale
= 1/24 second). The trace lists the number of 64-octet
(64-byte) cells in each of approximately 48 500 frames.
It corresponds to approximately 30 minutes of a video
at 24 frames/second.
The link parameters are its speed C (cells/second)
and its bu er size B  2Ch, where h is approximately
the half-bu er work time. A general admission policy
will admit Nmax simultaneous homogeneous sessions,
where the policy's determination of Nmax will be affected by ve parameters C, D, , and h, and the details of TracDescription that the policy is \prepared
to understand." We examined various CACname policies that di ered in how much detail of the trac description was used to calculate Nmax.
We compared ten CAC policies shown in Table 1,
re ecting various degrees of trac knowledge. The
rst ve CAC policies (Cases 1{5) are conservative
(meeting the service standard) and take at least some
advantage of the available trac information. The remaining CAC policies (Cases 6{10) are not conservative (not meeting the service standard) and intended
to estimate the behavior of a CAC policy with complete trac information.
The admission policies we considered all correspond
to variations on the following calculation:
Pr( 9t 2 [0; D); the queue over ows B at time t)

[L

 Pr( fA([pi ; pi?1)) > chg)

(1)

 L Pr(A(h) > ch)
 L Eer(A(h)?ch)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

i=1

= L (Eer(A1 (h)?ch=n) )n
 L (Eer(A1 (h)?ch=n) )n
 ;

where:

 is the tolerable over ow probability given by the service criterion.
D is the length of a service-monitoring interval given
by the service criterion.
B is the known bu er size in cells.
C is the known link service rate.
n is the known number of sessions contributing trac.
X , c, h, and r are arbitrary positive numbers that an
admission controller may select in an attempt to
satisfy the inequalities above. In particular:
X is the length of a prolog [?X; 0) preceding the
service-monitoring interval [0; D).
c is slightly smaller than C.
h is the time scale on which features of the trac
process a ect the calculation. We choose it
to be slightly smaller than the half-bu er
work time.
L = d(X + D)=he is the number of intervals of length
h required to cover [?X; D), the servicemonitoring interval together with the prolog.
pi = D ? ih for each integer i, yielding points in a sequence that provides one way of identifying a
partition into intervals of length h. The intervals [pi; pi?1) for 1  i  L form a partition of
[pL; D)  [?X; D).
A([pi ; pi?1)) is the aggregate trac arriving during
[pi; pi?1) from all n streams, which is only partially known to the admission controller.
A(h) is the similarly unknown aggregate trac arriving during [0; h).
Ak (h) is the unknown trac from stream k.
A1 (h) is a random variable whose distribution can be
selected by the admission controller. This selection should re ect trac knowledge in the sense
that the controller cannot rely on the comparison
(5) between the true distribution of A1(h) and
the controller's selection of A1 (h) without some
knowledge of the true distribution. The admission controller's trac knowledge a ects the calculation only through this choice of A1 (h) and
the comparison (5). Hence, h is the only time
scale at which trac knowledge a ects this calculation.
Calculation (1) always holds if X, c, and h satisfy elementary constraints: c < C, 2ch  B, and
(C ? c)X  B. The comparisons (2){(4) always hold
if r  0. The inequality (5) may always be satis ed,

Connection Admission Control policies

Case CACname
1
HIPPI
2
peak
3
PM
4
PMV
5
true
6
normLT
7
normPB
8
optsb
9
opt/2
10
vopt

Trac knowledge or its treatment

physical link peak rate
trac peak rate
trac peak and mean rate
trac peak, mean, and the variance
the true marginal distribution
a normal approximation (via Laplace Transform)
a normal approximation (with probabilities)
optimistic, using a small bu er size
optimistic, with a factor of 2
very optimistic

Table 1: Ten CAC policies used in comparison, all relying on trac knowledge on the half-bu er time scale.
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We have examined eciencies (occupancies)  of a link
when it is \ lled" with sessions admitted according to
various CAC policies, where
 = Nmax  meanrate(TracDescription )=C:
An interesting example is shown in Figure 2. The
values D = 180 seconds and  = 0:01 were inspired
by a traditional standard of 1% (0.01) blocking for
ordinary phone calls that last for an average of 3 minutes (180 seconds). As expected, greater eciency is
achieved with larger link speed C and with CAC policies employing greater trac knowledge.
For a video-conference trace, respectable multiplexing gains can be achieved on a relatively low-speed
OC-6 link (162 times the trace's mean rate), with a
small 2-millisecond bu er (1,418 cells), and with policy CACname = PMV. This CAC policy admits 109
connections (67% occupancy). The knowledge of variance is important, as shown by the fact that CACname = PM yields the much lower occupancy of 61
connections (38% occupancy). The more knowledgeable policy CACname = true allows 120 connections
(slightly greater occupancy of 74%).
In contrast, to achieve noticeable multiplexing gains
with the data trac, the higher-capacity OC-24 link
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IV. EFFICIENCY OF CAC POLICIES

was required (937 times the trace's mean rate) with a
far larger 2-second bu er (5,608,031 cells). Even then,
the simulations indicated that the ideal CAC policy
would admit only 517 connections (55 % occupancy).
In other words, the data trac is tremendously bursty
and even an ideal CAC policy cannot handle it as efciently as the video trac. Moreover, even the best
among the conservative CAC policies based on a single
time scale CACname = true admits only 195 connections (21% occupancy). In other words, when dealing
with bursty trac, it is imperative to understand trafc on more than one time scale.

0.0

but the selection of A1 (h) must account for the limited trac information available. Accordingly, in our
selections various choices of A1(h) will correspond to
various CAC policies. The policy CACname = true is
obtained from (1){(6) by choosing A1 (h) = A1 (h). For
the policy CACname = PMV, A1(h) is chosen to have
the distribution Y that maximizes the expression EerY
among distributions with peak p, mean m, and variance v. Finally, the inequality (6) is not expected to
hold for all values of n. Instead, it determines Nmax
as the largest value of n for which the inequality holds.
The remaining policies (Cases 6{10) are not conservative because not all inequalities (1){(6) are preserved.
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Figure 2: Eciency vs. link speed for data trac.
Each curve corresponds to a separate CAC policy. The
conservative CAC policies all yield rather small eciencies well below both the ideal eciency of 100%
and the eciencies produced by the nonconservative
CAC policies.

V. RELEVANT TIME SCALES

Having concluded that signi cantly greater eciency
can be obtained only with trac information on more
than one time scale, the question now becomes, \What
other time scales are most relevant?" Identifying relevant time scales is dicult and we could only determine some rather loose bounds. The rst time scale,
naturally, is the time needed to serve half a bu er
( 1 second in the case of multiplexed data trac that
we considered). For other time scales, we could only
determine that it was necessary to understand the trafc on some time scales between 10 seconds and 6 minutes, including at least one time scale in the range of
10{20 seconds. In particular, it is important to understand trac over a range covering more than an order
of magnitude (from 1 second to more than 10 seconds),
and very likely close to two orders of magnitude (from
1 second to 6 minutes = 360 seconds).

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We investigated the e ectiveness of incorporating various trac-information details into the design of CAC
policies. We found that, compared to a peak-ratebased policy, substantial eciency could be gained by
the additional knowledge of the mean and the variance on the time scale of the half-bu er work time.
For some types of realistic trac, such as the videoconference trace, the eciency produced by this elementary knowledge of the trac peak, mean, and variance on a single time scale, was quite satisfying. Yet,
for other trac types, such as the data trace, this simple single-time-scale information can yield some disappointing eciencies. Indeed, for such trac trace, an
ecient policy would have to employ trac information on multiple time scales that range over more than
an order of magnitude.
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